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Address CN Solar Technology Co., LTD 
Binhai 4RD,Hangzhou Bay,New Development Zone,Cixi City 
Ningbo 315300

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
CN Solar Technology Co., LTD is located in the beautiful Hang Zhou Bay New Development Zone, nearby the famous Hang Zhou Bay sea crossing
bridge. The company is founded in April, 2007, occupied 50,000 square meters. It’s primarily working on the manufacturing and sales of amorphous
silicon thin film solar module & accessories, as well as the PV construction integration, research, develop and construct on the big power station.

So far, two production lines with output of 10MW already founded and began to work. With the commencement of the third line, the production of
annual output of 5MW, then 15MW will be completed at the end of the year. Amorphous silicon cells have been widely concered in the market, relying
on advantage of less material of silicon,making simple &easy to large volume production, better translucent,larger generating capacity of unit power,
and low system cost. As a professional production of amorphous silicon solar battery production enterprises, the Company owns domestic advanced
technology and equipment, as well as a speciality team of famous expect & scholar, senior engineer.
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